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ABSTRACT 

Background: Congestion in a computer network degrades network performance by decreasing throughput and increasing 

packet loss and delay. Active queue management algorithm is router based mechanism for early detection of congestion in the 

computer network. The basic idea of AQM is to sense and detect congestion in advance and to inform the sender to reduce its 

sending rate there by reducing the number of packets sent in the network and control the congestion. BLUE is an AQM algorithm 

which uses single marking probability pm to manage the congestion in the network. The major drawback of BLUE AQM is that it 

relies on queue length to detect and manage the congestion and since the queue length may give very little information to detect 

the severity of congestion that is to detect the number of competing connections sharing the link. Objective: In order to over this 

shortcomings we have proposed new algorithm named NewBLUE which has high link utilization, monitors the queue length, 

requires less buffer space, early congestion detection, minimizes the queuing delay, decreases the packet loss, achieves fairness, 

avoids global synchronization, tracks the number of user and stabilizes performance measure with target independently of the 

number of user and removes bias against the busty traffic. Results: After simulating the NewBLUE algorithm with the existing 

BLUE algorithm, NewBLUE algorithm gave better throughput and less packet loss and delay compared to the BLUE algorithm. 

Conclusion: Thus NewBLUE which is modified version of BLUE which uses idle link, packet loss to detect congestion decouples 

the congestion measures with performance measures  and stabilizes the performance measure against the target independently 

of number of user had high throughput less packet loss and less delay compared to BLUE algorithm [3][6][29][30].  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 When the number of packets increases beyond the network capacity leads to network congestion. Network 
congestion increases packet loss, delay and decreases throughput causing the degradation in network 
performance. It is very important to control congestion, to avoid packet to reduce delay and increase the 
throughput. When a packet is dropped during its transmission from source to destination, all the resources 
it(packet) has consumed while its transit are wasted. In extreme cases this situation can lead to congestion 
collapse. Researching the existing congestion control and queue management algorithm and improving, 
developing new congestion control and queue management algorithm for today's INTERNET busty traffic is a 
challenge for young researcher in this field. A lot of research is active in field of congestion control queue 
management algorithm for past few years. 
 The first AQM algorithm called RED(random early detection) provides the mechanism for congestion 
avoidance. This technique had several drawback and one among which was inability to deal with busty traffic. 
RED algorithm is studied analyzed by many researchers and RED has been the basis for the development for 
new AQM algorithm. The major objectives of RED algorithm are  
• To monitor the queue length 
• High link utilization 
• Early congestion detection 
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• Minimize queuing delay 
• Decrease packet loss 
• Achieve fairness 
• Avoid global synchronization. 
 In BLUE AQM algorithm the congestion is managed through packet loss and link utilization history. BLUE 
maintains only a single marking probability variable. When the Queue continuously starts to drop the packets 
due to congestion or buffer overflow marking probability is incremented by 1 else when queue is empty or idle 
this marking probability is decremented. 
 In this paper we have modified the BLUE algorithm and developed new algorithm named NewBLUE. It 
uses idle link, packet loss to detect the congestion and also decouples the congestion measure with performance 
measure around the target independently of the number of users. After simulating BLUE and NewBLUE in NS2 
throughput of NewBLUE was high compared to BLUE while packet loss and delay dropped down compared to 
BLUE. 
 The paper is organized in following manner Section 2 discusses AQM algorithm. Section 3 describes the 
proposed system in detail. Section 4 presents the simulation results and finally future and conclusion is presented 
in section 5.  [3][6][29][30].  
 
I. AQM Algorithms: 
 AQM is an active queue management algorithm which helps to reduce the congestion. AQM algorithm are 
used to control the queue length. If the queue is full the packet is dropped else the incoming packets are stored in 
the queue. There are various AQM algorithms. In this paper we have modified BLUE AQM algorithm. 
 
A. Random Early Detection(RED): 
 RED AQM congestion avoidance algorithm that monitors the queue size. Depending on the queue RED 
takes decision of dropping the packet. That is if queue is empty all the incoming packets are accepted. As the 
queue becomes full the probability  of dropping the packets also increases. When the queue becomes full all the 
incoming packets are dropped 
 
Algorithm: 
1. Calculate Average queue size AvgQueSize 
2. If Average queue size is greater than maxqueuesize then drop the packet 
If(AvgQueSize > Maxqueue) 
drop the packet Maxqueue is maximum queue threshold. 
3. Else if AvgQueSize is 0 i.e queue is empty accept all the incoming packets. 
4. Else if AvgQueSize>min 
where min is minimum queue threshold. Calculate the dropping probability p 
drop the packet with probability p.  
5. Else forward the packet.[1][2][4] 
 
B. BLUE Algorithm: 
 BLUE is an AQM congestion avoidance algorithm where queuing is done on number of packets dropped 
and bandwidth utilization. BLUE has parameter pm (marking probability) which is incremented by factor when 
the packet is dropped by the queue when the queue is full the pm is decremented by factor When the queue is 
empty the value of is set in such way that BLUE uses one more parameter called freeze_time which determines 
the time interval between two sucessive updates of freeze time. 
 
BLUE Algorithm: 
Upon Packet loss or (Qlen > L) event 
if((now-last_update)>freeze_time) 
pm:=pm+ 
last_update:=now 
Upon link idle event 
if(now-last_update) > freeze_time 
pm:=pm- 
last_update:=now.[4][16] 
 
II.  Proposed System: 
 In the proposed system we modified BLUE algorithm and new algorithm named NewBLUE it uses idle link, 
packet loss to detect the congestion and decouples the congestion measures with performance measures such that 
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delay, packet delivery ratio, throughput packet loss and stabilizes the performance measures against the target 
independently the number of user. After simulation in NS2 NewBLUE showed better throughput and less packet 
loss and delay compared to BLUE algorithm.[4][16][42][43][8][17][14] 
New BLUE Algorithm 
Seven Function are discussed below. 
BLUE() 
reset() 
updaterule() 
decrement() 
increment() 
enqueue() 
dequeue() 
 
BLUE function: 
1. Bind all parameters 
2. Call reset function 
 
Reset function: 
1. Calculate ptc 
ptc=(bandwidth / 8 * meanpacketsize) 
2. Initialize variables 
 
Updaterule function: 
 Function is used to calculate average input rate, link price and marking probability 
1. Initialize variables 
2. Calculate average input rate 
avginputrate *= 1- queue weight given to current queue size. 
3. Check the number of bytes in the queue 
if(qib) 
inavg += (queue weight * number of bytes) / Packet size. 
nqueued = bcount/packet size 
else 
inavg = queueweight * number of bytes. 
nqueued = queuelength 
4. Calculate link price pl 
pl = link price congestion measure  
pl = pl + gammavalue * (inavg + 0.1 * (nqueued – buffer occupancy at queue – maximum number of packets that 
could be sent during the update interval) 
5. if (pl < 0.0) 
pl=0.0 
 
Increment function: 
1. Get the current clock time now 
2. check if(now – ifreezetime > iholdtime) 
ifreezetime = now 
3. Calculate pribability marking pmark 
pmark = pmark +  
 
Decrement function: 
1. Get the current clock time now 
2. check if(now – dfreezetime > dholdtime) 
3. Calculate pribability marking pmark 
pmark = pmark –  
 
Enqueue function: 
1. Calculate queue limit 
2. Enqueue the packet 
3. Increment the count 
4. Calculate queue length 
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5. if queuelength>queuelimit 
6. Remove the packet from the queue 
7. decrement the count 
8. Drop packet 
9. increment marking probability pmark 
10. else if (!markpkts)  (markpkts is a variable to decide whether to mark or drop ) 
intialize variable pw = link probability 
11. if(qib) 
Calculate pro  
pro = link probability * size / mean packet size 
12. Calculate current queue size. 
 
Dequeue function: 
1. Let p be the packets  
2. if(p!=0) 
Calculate number of packets in queue 
else decrement pmark 
idle=1 
3. if(markpkts) 
check if(p!=0) 
initialize variable pro= link probability  
4. Check if queue in bytes 
if(qlib) 
intialize the variable size 
size=size of current packets 
Calculate pro 
pro=link probability * size / mean packet size. 
5. Calculate current queue length 
6. return packet p 
 
Simulation Result: 
 The simulation results are often used understanding and prediction of the behavior of protocols and data 
streams in network. All simulation results are obtained using NS2 simulator. 
A) Throughput – Throughput is number of packets sent per unit time. Throughput of NewBLUE is better than 
BLUE algorithm. 
B) Packet loss – Number of packet dropped during transmission. Packet loss was less compared to BLUE for 
NewBLUE algorithm. 
C) Delay – Time in transit for a packet from source to destination. NewBLUE shows less delay  compared to 
BLUE. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Delay of  BLUE algorithm. 
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Fig. 2: Packet Loss of BLUE algorithm. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Throughput of BLUE algorithm. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Delay of NewBLUE algorithm. 
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Fig. 5: Packet loss of NewBLUE algorithm. 
 

 
Fig. 6: Throughput of NewBLUE algorithm 
 
Conclusion: 
 BLUE maintains only a single marking probability variable. When the queue continuously start to drop 
packets marking probability is incremented else it is decremented. In NewBLUE  which is modified version of 
BLUE which uses idle link, packet loss to detect congestion decouples the congestion measures with 
performance measures  and stabilizes the performance measure against the target independently of number of 
user. After simulating NewBLUE gave better result compared to BLUE with respect to throughput, packet loss 
and delay. 
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